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1. Basics:
IKE Aggressive Mode:
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In IKE Aggressive mode the authentication hash based on a preshared key (PSK) is
transmitted as response to the initial packet of a vpn client that wants to establish an
IPSec Tunnel (Hash_R). This hash is not encrypted. It's possible to capture these
packets using a sniffer, for example tcpdump and start dictionary or brute force attack
against this hash to recover the PSK. With IKECrack (http://ikecrack.sourceforge.net)
is a tool available to do this job.
This attack only works in IKE aggressive mode because in IKE Main Mode the hash
is already encrypted. Based on this facts IKE aggressive mode is not very secure.
This is not new.
Theory:
To capture and crack the PSK we need IKE aggressive mode and we must be able
to capture the traffic from the wire. Also the IP Address of the vpn client must be
acceptable by the vpn gateway.
§

If the attacking client tries to establish the IPSec Tunnel we are able to capture
the traffic and the authentication hash.

§

If the vpn gateway can be forced to use aggressive mode the hash is not
encrypted. With PGPNet it’s possible to configure the vpn client to force
aggressive mode. VPN gateways like cisco routers change automatically to
aggressive mode, if the vpn client requests that.

§

There’s no need to get the IPSec Tunnel established to capture the authentication
hash from the gateway in aggressive mode because the needed hash is
transmitted in the first response packet of the vpn gateway.

§

Traveling user connect from everywhere in the internet, so very often vpn
gateways are configured to accept any IP Address. On cisco routers this is called
dynamic crypto map.

If we combine these point it must be able to attack vpn gateways (tested with Cisco
routers and Checkpoint Firewall-1 NG) that allow vpn connections from any IP
Address and which are based on preshared keys.

2. Proof of concept:
The Lab:

Attack Client
with PGPNet

PIX Firewall

VPN Gateway configuration:
version 12.2
service timestamps debug datetime localtime show-timezone
service timestamps log datetime localtime show-timezone
service password-encryption
!
hostname Tau
!
aaa session-id common
!
memory-size iomem 15
clock timezone berlin 1
clock summer-time berlin recurring
mmi polling-interval 60
no mmi auto-configure
no mmi pvc
mmi snmp-timeout 180
ip subnet-zero
!
!
ip domain-name ernw.de
ip name-server 10.1.2.41
!
!
crypto isakmp policy 2
encr 3des
hash md5
authentication pre-share
group 2
!
crypto isakmp key cisco address 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0
crypto isakmp identity hostname
!
!
crypto ipsec transform-set ike esp-3des esp-md5-hmac
mode transport
!
crypto dynamic-map ikecrack 1
set transform-set ike
match address 130
!
!
!

VPN
Gateway

crypto map ic 1 ipsec-isakmp dynamic ikecrack
!
!
!
!
interface FastEthernet0
description connected to EthernetLAN
ip address 10.1.3.1 255.255.255.0
speed 100
full-duplex
no cdp enable
crypto map ic
!
ip kerberos source-interface FastEthernet0
ip classless
ip route 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.0 10.1.3.2
no ip http server
ip pim bidir-enable
!
!
logging trap debugging
logging 10.1.1.50
access-list 130 permit ip 10.1.3.0 0.0.0.255 host 10.1.1.85
no cdp run
end
Attack Client configuration:
We will use PGPNet as attack client, because PGPNet has many Options to
configure IKE and IPSec parameters.

We can configure PGPNet to use aggressive mode and force the cisco router to use
aggressive mode too. This attack only works in aggressive mode.

The PSK entered in PGPNet doesn’t matter, so you can enter whatever you want.
The next Step is to configure IKE and IPSec parameters like lifetimes:

And of course the parameters for the IKE and IPSec proposals:

Ok, now we can test our configuration and it will not work, because we don’t know
the preshared key.

Taking a look into the log shows that the authentication has failed:

The Attack:
We are ready to start our attack.
At first windump (or tcpdump on the *nix plattform) must be started with the following
syntax:

Use windump 3.6.2 because the newer version 3.8 doesn’t write the ouput file in the
right way
After starting the capturing process press again the CONNECT Button in PGPNet
and PGPNet tries to establish the VPN connection with the same authentication
error. Now stop windump.
The next step ist to start the cracking tool IKECrack (http://ikecrack.sourceforge.net)
with.the following syntax:
perl ikecrack-snarf-1.00.pl 10.1.1.85.500
10.1.1.85 is the IP Address of the attacking client and 500 is the UDP Port Number
for ISAKMP.
The tool will extract all needed values to start the cracking process, it supports
dictionary and brute force attack.

Here is a screenshot of IKECrack doing its job:

Finally the password is recovered.

Now we can enter the discovered preshared key in our PGPNet configuration ...

... and try the connection again:

Another look in the log shows that all needed SAs have been created and we have
access:

That’s it ;-).

3. Conclusion
The described attack puts all VPNs at risk that uses preshared keys for
authentication and accepts VPN connections from anywhere like access for traveling
users.
Another need for a successful attack is that the VPN Gateway switches automatically
to aggressive mode when the attack clients requests aggressive mode or is
configured to support it.

4. Possible Solutions:
§

Don’t use preshared keys for authentication even with routers.

§

Don’t allow dynamic IP Addresses in VPNs and don’t use dynamic crypto maps.

§

Disable aggressive mode if it’s supported (like Checkpoint Firewall-1).
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